Brief description of activity: This activity is an extension of the Mailman job done in the Space Cadets classroom, but how to do it at home. It provides adaptations in the link posted and in the description.

Materials: Pen, paper, envelope, stamp (*see adaptations)

Instructions:
1. Gather Materials
2. Address Letter
3. Finish/Fold
4. Slide & Seal
5. Address Envelope
6. Outgoing Mail in Mailbox (*see link to activity)

Target areas:
**Concepts:** directional concepts, literacy, another mode of communication
**Routine:** mailing a letter takes sequential steps, and following consistent directions
**Career Education:** the concept of mailing something to another person for our children would be best understood by being involved with the process as much as possible.

Knowing the mailman has a vital role, that he visits your house every weekday, and that their job is very important will help your child understand the collaboration it takes to send mail.